
Leading technology for small to 
medium-sized global mobility programs

Teams with smaller mobility programs often lack the resources to 
invest in technology and find themselves stuck having to manage 
complex mobility processes with spreadsheets, google docs, and 
manual forms. 

Topia Select gives organizations pre-bundled, essential mobility 
functionality from our award-winning Topia Plan, Manage, and Go 
solutions atop the Topia One platform. At a price that makes sense for 
smaller mobility programs, HR/Mobility teams can now deliver talent 
mobility with greater efficiency, automation, insights, best practices, 
and consumer-grade experiences for everyone involved. 

Topia Select delivers automated workflows, reporting, cost estimates, 
built-in COLA data, and more in an out-of-the-box format for those 
looking to start their journey with talent mobility technology and 
better support an agile global talent strategy.

Getting started with talent mobility 
technology has never been easier

 
Topia Select Key Benefits

Increased efficiency

Data reporting 
and insights

Best practices built-in

Integrated AIRINC data



Topia Select lets any HR or mobility team deliver a world-class 
mobility program. With Topia Select you get:

• Access to award-winning technology without breaking the bank

• Built-in COLA, spend, hardship, and other data from industry leader AIRINC

• Essential and innovative tools that deliver strategic value to your business

• Streamlined implementation with support to set up your mobility policies

• Self-service control with Topia’s Configuration and Vendor Hubs

• Modern features delivering exceptional experiences for mobile employees

• A SaaS solution that can grow with you, including new functionality added regularly

The Topia Select Advantage 



Connect with us
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North America: +1 (415) 465-8484
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Request a demo: https://www.topia.com/request-a-demo
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Key Functionality Included with 
Topia Select

Topia Select provides must-have tools and innovative features to 
delight employees and help HR/Mobility be more strategic. 
  
Case Management and Workflow Automation
Easily manage the entire mobility lifecycle with automated workflows 
and tasks to source approvals, initiate vendors, trigger calculations, 
and more. Access a centralized view of mobile employees including 
the status of their move/assignment as well as historical mobility and 
talent information.

Cost Estimates, Compensation Calculations, and Simulations
Leveraging Topia’s proprietary tax engine and data from AIRINC 
mobility teams can instantly generate cost estimates, compensation 
worksheets, and other mobility calculations needed to ensure 
budgetary controls. Stand-alone side-by-side simulations allow for 
on-demand agile talent planning with business stakeholders.   

Document Generation and Management 
Automatically generate assignment letters for mobile employees and 
keep all important documents centrally and securely stored against 
the employee file.

Dashboards, Reporting, and Analytics
Over 30 standard dashboards and reports provide visibility into 
the status and performance of your mobility program. Create and 
save an unlimited number of custom reports with up to five custom 
reports generated as part of implementation. 

Employee Tools and Support
Provide employees with a modern web and mobile-friendly 
employee portal with the tools to manage their mobility experience. 
Empower employees with easy to understand policy benefits 
summaries, online document uploads, a visual move timeline, and 
unique City Guides and Neighborhood explorer.

Additional Optional Items to Support Your business
• Vendor and HR Systems integrations
• Single Sign-On
• Docusign Learn more and get started at 

topia.com/select

https://topia.com/select

